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The Graphical Index of Pain: a new web-based
method for high-throughput screening of pain
Ólöf Anna Steingrı́msdóttira,*, Bo Engdahla, Per Hanssonb,c, Audun Stubhaugb,d, Christopher Sivert Nielsena,b

Abstract
This article is the first to present the Graphical Index of Pain (GRIP), a new user-friendly web-based method for high-throughput
screening of pain. The long-term goal of the method is to improve global standardization of pain measurements. GRIP consists of
a hierarchical body map with 10 first-tier body regions, and a second tier with multiple pain loci (167 among men, 168 among
women), which provides detailed information about pain location and distribution. Follow-up questions for first-tier regions include
the following pain characteristics: onset, episode frequency, episode duration (including constant pain), intensity, bothering, depth
of pain, and effects on sleep and daily activities. The first implementation of GRIP was in the Tromsø Study (2015-2016),
a population-based study of adults aged 40 to 99 years. In total, 21,083 individuals participated in the study, and 96% (n5 20,263;
age 40-96 years) completed GRIP. Pain intensity at first-tier regions and pain location and distribution at second-tier regions are in
this article presented by sex-stratified customized heat maps showing large sex difference. Mean time tomark the first- and second-
tier regions was 74 seconds. In conclusion, GRIP allows for high-resolution assessment and presentation of pain location and
distribution with minimal use of time.
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1. Introduction

Population statistics show that pain has considerable societal
impact and is a leading cause of poor health and disability.6,17 But
the accuracy of the statistics depends on the methods used to
collect data. A meta-analysis of population-based studies of
chronic pain prevalence found estimates that ranged from 9% to
64%, and it is likely that methodological factors are strongly
involved in the disparities between these studies. For example, it
is rare that 2 studies use the same criteria for defining chronic pain
criteria, and estimates showed that interview survey methods of
collecting data yielded higher rates of pain reporting than
questionnaire survey methods.15 The findings from the meta-

analysis highlight some of the methodological problems that may
influence results and the need for standardization.

Despite effort to improve pain measures, the development of
methodologies for assessing pain in a standardized manner is still
insufficient. Besides huge variation in operational definitions,15

there is no consensus on other factors that might represent or
capture features of pain phenotypes. For example, a variety of
paper and pencil questionnaires, some of them containing body
manikins, have for decades been used tomap pain characteristics,
pain location, and pain distribution. In addition to lack of consensus
about pain characteristics, the paper body manikins often vary,
sometimes offering one view (front or back) or 2 views (front and
back) and sometimes with or without predivided body regions that
the respondent shades ormarks the pain location. The variations in
these pain location measures obviously can yield different
conclusions about the pain experienced by the respondent.

More recently, electronic technologies have opened up the
possibility of standardizing pain assessment by using computer-
aided methods. Nevertheless, well-validated and standardized
digital instruments for assessing pain remain scarce. Interest-
ingly, electronic tools seem to capture information about pain that
is equivalent to paper and pencil assessments.1,3,5,9,10,14

Computer-based pain location measures (electronic manikins)
are currently available. However, many are simply a copy of the
different predivided paper and pencil manikins and do not use
data programming possibilities, such as hierarchical layers, to
create more efficient and clinically meaningful instruments.
Advanced digital pain drawing tools, where the respondents
shade a blank manikin, are often clinically meaningful, but they
can be influenced by the drawing skills of respondents and may
be difficult to use in large-scale research. In addition, some of the
computer-based tools for assessing pain location through
electronic manikins are proprietary, which can limit their
accessibility.
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There is a growing consensus among researchers and
clinicians on the need for standardization in the assessment
and reporting of pain both within and across countries. There is
also heightened recognition that standardized measurement
tools should be easily accessible, cheap in use, time-efficient,
easily understandable, and as minimally dependent on cultural
differences, language, and reading or drawing skills as possible.
We considered all the above-mentioned issues when we
designed and developed a new hierarchical digital instrument
for high-throughput screening of pain, the Graphical Index of Pain
(GRIP). GRIP was developed to provide detailed information
about pain distribution based on clinically meaningful predefined
body areas. It should be easy to integrate with other digital
instruments and to link to relevant questions that the community
of pain researchers and clinicians can agree upon. Our intention
was to produce an instrument that could not only be used for
high-throughput pain assessment in large-scale studies but also
for screening purposes in clinical pain management, to pinpoint
distribution of pain for further analysis during history taking and
bedside examination.

The goal of this article is to describe this instrument and to
illustrate its potential, using data from a population-based
Norwegian survey (the Tromsø Study). The ultimate goal of
developing GRIP is to improve global standardization of pain
measurements.

2. Methods

2.1. Tromsø Study

The Tromsø Study is a population-based survey performed every
6th to 7th year. In total, 7 waves have been conducted (from 1974
to 2016). For detailed information about the survey and the first 6
waves, see Refs. 4 and 8. The data presented here were collected
as part of the seventh wave of the Tromsø Study (Tromsø 7; 2015-
2016). All residents in the TromsøMunicipality of Northern Norway,
40 years and older, were invited by postal letter to participate (n5
32,591; 16,052 men and 16,539 women; age 40-99 years). The
survey included sampling of clinical measurements at a research
station, biological specimens, a paper and pencil questionnaire on

diet, and electronic questionnaires covering demographic, lifestyle
and health measures, and the GRIP. Participants could fill in data
before their first visit at the research station, or at the station where
research technicians provided additional information and assis-
tance when needed. At the research station, the participants could
choose to provide data using desktop computer, notepad, or his or
her own mobile device.

The Tromsø Study has been approved by the Norwegian Data
Protection Authority (14/01463-8/CGN) and by the Regional
Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics (2009/2536/
REC North). The participants gave their informed consent.

2.2. Body map

TheGRIP bodymap has 10 first-tier body regions (Fig. 1). Marked
first-tier regions are then magnified into anatomical sites at
a second tier (167 loci among men and 168 loci among women)
(Fig. 2). A certified medical illustrator drew all the images included
in GRIP. The chosen colour palette is distinguishable for colour-
blind persons. AlthoughGRIP unquestionably is not to be used as
a stand-alone diagnostic tool, some of the outlined body regions
coincide with common distributions of the peripheral nervous
system and, if indicated by the patient, may serve as an adjunct in
the full-blown diagnostic workup of a suspected lesion or disease
of the somatosensory nervous system, eg, a neurological lesion
or disease as a potential underlying cause of a pain in the acral
distribution of dermatomes C6 to C8 in the hand and L5 and S1 in
the foot, as depicted in the second-tier body regions in Figure 2.
Also the 3 branches of the trigeminal nerve are roughly outlined,
but to some extent as a compromise with body regions such as
the orbital areas, which are also included in the trigeminal
innervation territory (Fig. 2).

2.3. Translation and validation

All instructions and questions in GRIPwere put in Norwegian. The
translation from Norwegian to English was made by a certified
translator. Back translation is in process. Validated translation
and back translation to other languages and necessary validation

Figure 1. The Graphical Index of Pain (GRIP): 10 first-tier body regions for women (left panel) and men (right panel).
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Figure 2. The Graphical Index of Pain (GRIP): Second-tier body regions (n 5 167 for men, 168 for women).
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of instructions and questions used in GRIP have yet to be
completed.

2.4. Entry instructions

The first page in GRIP included the following instructions: “On the
next pages, we ask you about pain you have had during the last 4
weeks. Include all types of pain, both superficial and deep (in the
chest, mouth, abdomen, skin, muscles and joints, genitals,
urethra, etc). Do not include transient, brief pain.”

Womenwere instructed not to includemenstrual pain (this was
covered in a separate questionnaire). Respondents were asked
to choose between a woman’s or a man’s body.

On the second page, respondents were asked to mark their
pain locations: “Click on all areas where you have had pain during
the last 4 weeks. Even if you have only had pain in part of an area,
you must still mark the area as a whole. You must indicate where
you have had pain, not where you think the cause of the pain lies.
You can unmark an area by clicking on it again. If you have not
had pain during the last 4 weeks, continue to the next page.”

If a respondent did notmark any area, a text box appeared with
the following questions: “You have indicated that you have not
had any pain during the last 4 weeks. Is this correct? The
respondent could choose between 3 alternatives: “It is correct, I
have not had pain,” “No, take me back to the picture,” and “I do
not want to answer questions about pain.”

See also Appendix I and Appendix II for case examples
(available as supplemental digital content at http://links.lww.com/
PAIN/B4).

2.5. Questions about pain characteristics

For each of the marked first-tier regions, the respondent was
asked to rate pain onset, episode frequency, episode duration
(including constant pain without pause), pain intensity, bothering,
and depth of pain (superficial, deep, or both). If the respondent
had experienced more than one type of pain within a first-tier
region, he or she was asked to rate the pain that had bothered
him or her the most.

Onset of pain was assessed with the response options less than
4weeks, 1 to 2, 3 to 5, 6 to 11months, 1 to 2, 3 to 5 years, andmore
than 5 years. Participants reporting more than 5 years in pain were
asked to report about their age at pain onset. Episode frequency
was reported on a 29-point numeric rating scale (NRS; 0-28 days)
(Question: During the last 4 weeks: How many days have you had
the pain?). Episode duration within the last 4 weeks (Question:
About how much of the day have you usually had the pain? [Only

count the time when you are awake]) was assessed with the
responseoptions less than 1, 1 to 2, 3 to 6, 7 to 10 hours,more than
10 hours, or all the time, without pause. Pain intensity the last 4
weeks was rated on a NRSwith the anchors “No pain” (0) and “The
strongest imaginable pain” (10) by answering the question “How
strong has the pain usually been?” Similarly, bothering the last 4
weeks was rated on a NRS with the anchors “No bother” (0) and
“The greatest imaginable bother” (10), in response to the question
“Howmuch has the pain usually bothered you?” Depth of pain was
assessed by the question “Where is the pain located?” using the
response options “Superficially,” “Deeply,” “Both of the above,” or “I
don’t know.” Participants who reported pain in the lower back were
also asked about radiating leg pain (yes/no), the distance of the
radiation (hip/buttocks; thigh/knee; lower leg/ankle; heel/sole of the
foot; instep/toes), and thosewith pain radiating to theheel, foot sole,
or toes where asked about altered sensation in the painful foot (eg,
numbness and tingling) (yes/no).

Once the participants had reported on pain characteristics
related to the afflicted first-tier regions, they were asked about
effects of overall pain (across all regions) on sleep quality and daily
activities using NRS. Sleep quality was assessed by the question
“To what extent does the pain affect your sleep?” (NRS: 05 “Not
at all,” 10 5 “Impossible to sleep”). Effects on daily activity were
assessed by the question “To what extent does the pain prevent
you from performing your daily activities?” (05 “Not at all,” 105
“Can’t do anything”).

An updated version of GRIP uses visual analogue scale instead
of NRS (see Appendix I, available at http://links.lww.com/
PAIN/B4).

2.6. Tiredness and fatigue

Fatigue was assessed by the Chalder Fatigue Scale.2,11 The
Norwegian version of the Chalder Fatigue Scale includes 2
questions about tiredness, each of themwith 4 response options,
in addition to the 11 items published by Chalder et al. in 1993.2

2.7. Heat maps

To gain a better overview and discrimination between different
layers of information from GRIP, we created customized heat
maps to present the complexity of the collected data and to
visualize results from the body map. Heat map is a graphical
presentation of data where different values are represented in
spectrum of colours. It is a helpful tool to get an overview over
large data at a glance and efficient in visualizing trends. In
GRIP, we combine information about pain characteristics and

Figure 3. Prevalence of pain within the last 4 weeks in a general population reported on the Graphical Index of Pain (GRIP; second tier). (A) Women, 168 loci,
n 5 9527). (B) Men, 167 loci, n 5 8845). Data from the Tromsø Study 2015 to 2016.
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pain distribution by using different spectrum of colours to
visualize different findings. For example, we use yellow/black
spectrum for pain intensity and white/blue spectrum for pain
prevalence.

The heatmapswere created in R (version 3.5.2; https://www.r-
project.org) with functions for manipulating vector graphics to
colour loci of the GRIP images, based on values in the input data
matrix.

2.8. Statistics

Several examples of descriptive statistical measures (mean or
percentages) were calculated to give some insight to the potential
of GRIP data (in numbers or in heat maps).

Mean time used to mark either the first and second tier of GRIP
(the graphical section) or for the full battery, including questions
on pain characteristics, sleep, daily activities, and fatigue, was
calculated for respondents using more than 0 second and less
than 3600 seconds to complete GRIP (.3599 seconds defined
as program failure).

3. Results

A total of 21,083 persons (64.7%) participated in the Tromsø 7. Of
those, 96% (n5 20,263) mapped their pain details in GRIP (9624
men, 10,639 women; age 40-96). Because of delayed start-up of
GRIP, we have 4% missing participants at the beginning of the
study (n 5 820; 385 men, 435 women; age 40-99 years).

Figure 4. Pain intensity within the last 4 weeks in each of the painful first-tier regions (duration$6 months) reported on the Graphical Index of Pain (GRIP) for women
(left panel) andmen (right panel). Participantswere asked to indicate how strong the pain usually was on a numeric rating scale (NRS), with the anchors No pain (0) and
The strongest imaginable pain (10). Number of cases ranges from 244 to 2456 in women (left panel), and 280 to 1321 in men (right panel) dependent on body region.
Data from the Tromsø Study 2015 to 2016.

Figure 5. Pain prevalence in the right hand during the last 4 weeks in a general population of women and men (3 age groups). Reported on the Graphical Index of
Pain (GRIP). Data from the Tromsø Study (2015 to 2016).
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Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of pain in the second tier and
sex differences. For both sexes, the loci with highest 4-week
prevalence are the neck, shoulders, knees, and lower back.
Figure 4 shows that women report higher pain intensity
than men.

Figure5demonstratespaindistribution inhandover3agegroups,
women vs men, and shows that the reported pain is for both sexes
higher in younger than older age groups. This is further explored in
Figure 6 where we compare pain prevalence in 40 to 49 years old
men with those aged 80 to 96 years. Also here we find higher pain
prevalence among the younger ones in most body regions.

Case examples of localized pain vs widespread pain are given
in Figures 7 and 8.

Mean time used to mark the first- and second-tier regions was
74 seconds. Mean time was 6:31 minutes for finishing the first
and second tier, all the additional questions and the Chalder’s
Fatigue Scale. Sixty-six percent of the participants used desktop
or portable computer to fill in GRIP (n5 13,425), whereas others
used tablet or mobile phone (n 5 6837).

4. Discussion

Body manikins are commonly used to capture pain distribution,
while written questions are still an important source for assessing
pain characteristics. GRIP is a flexible approach that optimizes
both approaches. The findings from the large population-based
Tromsø Study demonstrate the rich and detailed information
GRIP provided from participants in adulthood and old age. The
study also supports the timesaving aspects of the method for
gathering large scale detailed information, compared with
questionnaires and manikins without hierarchical layers.

4.1. Manikins, written questions, and delivery modes

ACochrane review from2015 includedabroadspectrumof trials and
outcomes to compare delivery of self-administered questionnaires
using smartphone or tablet appswith any other deliverymode.12 The
review did not find statistically significant differences in different
measures ondata equivalence such asmeanoverall scores, but data

Figure 6. Pain prevalence and prevalence difference during the last 4 weeks in a general population of men (40-49 years and 80-96 years). Reported on the
Graphical Index of Pain (GRIP). Data from the Tromsø Study (2015 to 2016).

Figure 7.Acase example from epidemiology: Aman reporting back and leg painwithin the last 4weekswith onset 15 years ago. Daily deep pain, withmore than 7-
to 10-hour duration a day. The pain characteristics were rated for the marked first-tier regions. Numeric rating scale (NRS) had the anchors: “No pain” (0) and “The
strongest imaginable pain” (10). Data from the Tromsø Study 2015 to 2016.
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completeness and adherence were better for apps than for paper
and pencil. The Cochrane review did not include apps allowing for
data entry in the form of pictures.12 However, van den Hoven et al.
(2010) compared musculoskeletal pain prevalence data from
manikins with data from written questions and concluded that the
2 approaches yield similar findings.16 Pain location in population-
based surveys seem to be captured in a comparable fashion on
manikins administratedonline vspaper andpencil,9 andpain intensity
measured by visual analogue scale seems to be similarly captured
across administration modes.10,13 Findings indicate that the re-
sponse rate is similar in paper and pencil and online surveys, but with
faster available data with online administration.7 To summarize, the
different approaches are likely to give comparable results given that
other important methodological factors are standardized.

4.2. Strengths and limitations

One of the core strengths of GRIP is its time efficiency. GRIP
provides comprehensive information obtained in just seconds or
a fewminutes for most people, and the data are promptly available
due to the electronic delivery mode. Such high-throughput
screening of pain is important in both research and practice. GRIP
emphasizes graphical presentation and pain distribution details
and hence reasonably minimizes linguistic, cultural, and educa-
tional influence in reporting. To reduce the linguistic differences, we
created images of regionsand lociwithout using identifying tags.All
the first-tier body regions follow this rule. The pain loci in the second
tier are alsowithout identifying tags, except for someof themultiple
pain loci (ie, “teeth, gum, jaw joint,” “lips, palate/oral cavity, tongue,
throat,” “joints of the left hand,” “joints of the right hand,” “joints of
the left foot,” “joints of the right foot,” “urethra, anus” for men, and
“urethra, anus, vagina” for women). GRIP has also images of
regions and loci with colour palette adapted for colour blindness,
for example, different grades of blue, green, yellow, and red, at the
same time, as we avoided implementing human skin colours.
Furthermore, educational differences in participating and reporting
may be associated with illiteracy, dyslexia, or other reading
disorders. Future versions of GRIP will include functionality that
allows for converting text to speech by tapping audio links.

The high number of loci in the second tier limited our ability to use
questions to report on pain characteristics in each of the second-tier
loci. In the Tromsø Study, we asked respondents to only report on
pain characteristics from the first-tier body regions, a total of 10

regions. Therefore, it was for example, not possible to distinguish
between reports on characteristics of complaints from the hand and
the elbow. In further development, we plan to add the possibility for
respondents to report inmoredetail on second-tier loci in specialized
applications, for example, from specific regions in the head.

The Tromsø Study is well suited to show the potential of GRIP.
This large population-based study has a participation rate that is
higher than is customary for surveys today, and it includes persons
whose age is up in the nineties. According to the research
technicianswho assisted at the research station, age did not seem
to be a hindrance for completing GRIP. The rich data allow for
testing of multiple research hypothesis, and the data presented in
this article demonstrate that the customized heat maps is an
effective method to display differences between groups. Although
the goal of this articlewas to present a new research tool and not to
answer specific research questions, the heat maps based on the
data from theTromsøStudy give an accessible overview of, eg, sex
and age differences in pain distribution and pain characteristics.

Additional research is needed to more definitively test and refine
the psychometric properties of GRIP in different settings in research
and clinical practice. Findings from this work might initiate changes
on GRIP, resulting in GRIP version 2 or higher. The user-friendliness
of GRIP will be further tested out in upcoming projects.

4.3. Dissemination

The source code is distributed through github licensed open source
under GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE (https://github.com/
unioslo/kroppskart). The applications are programmed in Javascript
with React Native, and it is designed to post data through SSL to
a3-party secure storage. The application can runonany linux server,
and it is possible to modify it to store in a local database. Application
to run on other type of servers is under development. R-functions
integrating heat maps with the GRIP images are distributed through
the github licensed open source under GNU GENERAL PUBLIC
LICENSE https://github.com/bolarsengdahl/GRIP-Heatmap.

4.4. Conclusion

GRIPgivesdetailed informationaboutpaindistributionandcharacter-
istics in a general population with minimal use of time. Heat maps
based on data from Tromsø 7 gives revealing visual overview of sex
differences in pain prevalence, distribution, and intensity.

Figure 8. Acase example from epidemiology: Awoman reportingwidespread pain within the last 4weeks. Pain characteristics vary across regions as follows: Onset from3
to18yearsback in time; frequency from10 to28days the last 4weeks;Episodeduration from7 to10hours to “All the time,without pause.”Pain characteristicswere rated for
themarked first-tier regions. Numeric rating scale (NRS) had the anchors: “No pain” (0) and “The strongest imaginable pain” (10). Data from the TromsøStudy 2015 to 2016.
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